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Abstract— Multimedia and video streaming applications are becoming more popular and used by most of the users
because of advances in mobile devices and mobile wireless networks. Maintaining continuity of video stream in
mobility, handover protocol plays a pivotal role. The important task of handover process is handover prediction and
decision. This paper presents a novel approach by considering a traditional approach of received signal strength
indicator and also includes other parameters to form a better handover prediction and decision mechanism which
selects best new point of attachment to continue its services.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
With the advancements of video streaming applications, an integration of mobility and information services has
become an immediate issue in the modern world. The video streaming applications are span from traditional telecom
services such as Voice over IP (VoIP) and video conference to entertainment and Video on Demand (VoD) [1].
For Each video application based on mobility has a specific quality of service (QoS) requirements. One such
application is video streaming and the most challenging issues in supporting mobility for such application is the
avoidance of flow interruptions when clients roam from one wireless locality to another. In order to provide
uninterrupted services and maximum user-perceived quality, a successful video streaming solution needs to adapt to
mobile handover scenarios. An efficient handover decision plays a vital role to subsidies the handover after-effects
especially when the application is video streaming on move. The present handover decision typically considers only
connectivity signal strength from various Point of Attachment (PoA) in the proximity [2] and selects next PoA based on
that. The handover decision based only on Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) can provide the next point of
attachment but fails to confirm the suitability of that PoA for applications like video streaming.
The above issue motivated us to formalize the mechanism to select the best AP from the proximity, based on the
application requirements. This paper provides a proposal for improving the handover decision making process by
considering supplementary parameters along with RSSI as a main parameter. Our objective is to make handover decision
so efficient that only the best PoA is selected. Our results prove the completeness of an objective which minimizes the
issues like packet losses, false handover, unnecessary handover and improves Quality of Service (QoS) as well as Quality
of Experience (QoE).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses about the literature review. In section III we discuss
about the handover prediction and decision mechanism. Section IV unfolds our proposal for an improved proactive
handover prediction and decision algorithm to select the best PoA for the service continuity. Section V reports our
simulation experimental results. Our concluding remarks along with future research note are given in Section VI
followed by refrences.
II.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Khatib Noaman Ashraf, Vidhate Amarsinh and Satish Devane [1] have presented the analysis for mobility
management protocols along with a comparative study of signalling delay and handover latency. Pollini et al. [2] has
suggested various approaches to take Handover (HO) decision as RSS with threshold, RSS with threshold and hysteresis
and future prediction of RSS. Inclusion of Threshold and Hysteresis Margin reduces Unnecessary HOs, but still a wrong
decision for HO may drop the call due to increase in HO delay. Especially hysteresis margin avoids ping-ponging effect.
Prediction of the future RSS helps in reducing unnecessary HO as compared to threshold and hysteresis methods. But
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still RSS alone is not sufficient to take decision. Mobile IP [MIP] [3] is a first development in terms to provide IP
handover to route the packets, which follows various improvements and extensions. The various extensions are Fast
MIPv6 [4], Hierarchical MIPv6 [5], Proxy MIPv6 [6] and our own proposed model i.e. improvement to Fast MIPv6 [7].
Xiaohuan Yan et al. [8] and Jong-Hyouk Lee [9] have presented a comprehensive survey of the handover algorithms
designed to satisfy various requirements based on parameters. To offer a systematic comparison, they have categorized
the algorithms into four groups based on the main handover decision criterion used. Also, they have evaluated tradeoffs
between their complexity of implementation and efficiency for various proposals. Ali Safa Sadiq et al. [10] states that
RSS predictions of handover decisions do not perform well. It is a need to develop an intelligent approach to predict the
handover decision process, thus yielding seamless handovers. They have proposed a Mobility and Signal Strength-Aware
Handover Decision (MSSHD) approach to predict the handover decision in wireless networks. The Received Signal
Strength Indicator and the direction of Mobile Node parameters are considered as inputs to the fuzzy inference system to
predict the handover decision, and hence switching to the best preferable access point, resulting in reduced handover
latency as well as the wireless access media delay.
A. Bhuvaneswari et al. [11] have considered that each application requires different QoS, so the network selection
may vary accordingly. To achieve this goal and to select the best network for a mobile terminal when moving from one
network to another, it is necessary to have a good decision making algorithm which decides the best network for a
specific application that the user needs based on QoS parameter. They have considered various parameters like data rate,
bandwidth, and coverage for the decision. Ravindra Agarwal and Amarsinh Vidhate [12] have stated that, many times the
handover decision is taken not only based on Received signal strength (RSS) but also other factors like available
bandwidth, total required bandwidth, expected delay, packet jitter, packet loss and cost per byte. They have analysed
various handover decision techniques to understand the handover initialization reasons and proper handover trigger. P.
Bellavista [13] et al. have considered that, with signal strength, other factors like handover awareness, QoS awareness
and location awareness are also some of the crucial factors to be considered for handover decision. But more parameters
introduce more delay, which may not be very suitable for applications like video streaming.
Roy S.D. et al. [14] have proposed received signal strength (RSS) based strategy for handover in heterogeneous
networks which considers RSS and bandwidth. Further these strategies have been modified by considering averaging of
RSS. For comparison purposes, the performance of the Vertical Handover (VHO) algorithm also considers hysteresis and
dwell timer. Wireless Bandwidth estimation tool (WBest) [15] was designed for fast, non-intrusive and accurate
estimation of available bandwidth in IEEE 802.11 networks. Anagha Raich and Vidhate Amarsinh [16] have presented
the selection of the best path based on signal strength, RTT and packet losses. Yutao Ling et al. [17] have analysed
vertical handover decision strategy using the parameters like network bandwidth, RSS and variation of RSS. The
performance of this strategy has been analysed and it observes that it greatly reduces the handover call dropping
probability than the current existing strategy. Qing He et al. [18] have proposed Cost function based strategy for
providing ubiquitous access by considering RSS, network bandwidth, monetary cost and user preference as the handover
decision parameter. For the handovers initiated by point of attachments, cost function based scheme is utilized to find out
network selection function with lower values to select the target network. Vidhate Amarsinh and Satish Devane [19] have
done an excellent research on selection of the best access point. The scheme decreases the probability of call blocking
and call dropping.
T. Inzerilli et al. [20] have presented a novel location-based algorithm for managing soft mobile-controlled handover
between wireless systems to reduce ping-pong effect. Huiling Jia et al. [21] suggested policy-enabled decision strategy
using MAC layer sensing technique, designed to estimate the handover metrics in IEEE 802.11. Simulation results for the
proposed handoff decision strategy overcome the drawback of unnecessary handovers. Yang et al.[22] has suggested that
in order to provide multimedia QoS inside the integrated network environment, the vertical handover algorithm needs to
be QoS aware, which cannot be achieved only by RSS based handover criteria. Even in achieving the best possible
performance, only RSS as handover indicator is not a good solution. They have considered VHD between WLAN and
WCDMA networks using SINR as a handover indicator. Joon-Myung et al. [23] have suggested that a user‟s personal
preferences towards an access network could be another criteria to select a best satisfying network over only best
connected network from the available networks.
Based on the literature survey, where many researches are claiming that received signal strength indicator (RSSI) is
not the only criteria for the handover decision making for QoS based applications like video streaming. All the above
identified issues are important causes to improve the QoS during handover. We undertake these issues as challenges and
motivation to continue our research.
A handover or handover is a movement of a Mobile Node between two points of attachments (PoA), i.e., the process
of terminating existing connectivity and obtaining new connectivity [1] [7].
Figure 1 shows handover in wireless mobile network. Handover Latency is the time interval during which a Mobile
Node (MN) does not send or receive any packets during handover, as it is not connected anywhere. Handovers in IPbased Next Generation Wireless Network (NGWS) may involve changes of the PoAs at the link layer and routing
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Figure 1: Handover Scenario [1]
changes at the IP layer. Efficient mechanisms must ensure seamless handover, i.e., with minimal signalling overhead,
minimum handover latency, lesser packet loss, minimum handover failure and maximum service continuity [7].
III.
HANDOVER PREDICTION AND DECISION
In order to prevent the service interruptions while serving the video stream to MNs, the prediction of handover is
imperative. It allows performing the required service management operations in advance with respect to the actual
communication level client handover. The main aim of handover prediction depends on proactively moving the client to
the exact predicted next wireless location. In this phase, the handover prediction is performed proactively based on data
link monitoring using the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) of clients. The handover decision is triggered when
the roaming client encounters a change in its link state [2] [10].
A. Proactive Handover Decision
The proactive method of triggering the handover takes place in prior to the absolute loss of original clients signal. i.e.
if the RSSI of the new client crosses the threshold (Preset) value, then the handover gets triggered. The signal strength
goes down with distance. The mobile nodes are continuously scanning for new PoAs for better connectivity. The present
mechanism adds hysteresis so that a ping-pong effect should not arise. T hp is the hysteresis thresholds given for the
handover prediction and decision whereas T hh is the hysteresis thresholds for handover. Once the conditions are fulfilled,
the mobile node is connected to the subsequent PoA. The present systems use hysteresis and threshold along with the
RSS and hands the user to a new PoA only if the current signal level drops below a threshold and the target PoA is
stronger than the current and linear during a given hysteresis margin.
The present study shows the proactive handover decision using the following conditions.
Let RPoAnew be the RSSI value of visible PoA
Let RPoAold be the RSSI value of current PoA.
Let Thh be the threshold value of hysteresis for handover.
New PoA selection algorithm (Traditional)
If RPoAnew > (RPoAold + Thh)
Then
Handover is triggered
Handover Execution
End if
If more predictions are simultaneously enabled, then the proactive handover considers PoA with strongest RSSI value.
IV.
IMPROVED PROACTIVE HANDOVER DECISION
A handover decision plays a vital role for the continuation of the data flow during mobility period. An intelligent
selection of network parameters add to its right selection of PoA which lead towards a valuable contribution for the
applications like video streaming and its video continuity during handover period. Various network parameters have been
identified which are Received Signal Strength (RSS), Round Trip Time (RTT), Available Bandwidth, Packet loss ratio,
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Network Connection Time (Lifetime), Power Consumption, Monetary Cost, User
preferences, Location and velocity of MN, Quality of Service (QoS) and QoE etc. There are other parameters also like,
better coverage, lesser latency, lesser Carrier-to-Interferences Ratio(CIR), lesser Signal-to-Interferences Ratio (SIR),
lesser Bit Error Rate (BER) etc., more security level, proper QoS class based on the applications, are some of the
parameters to be considered for the selection process [11][12][13][16][17][18].
After the literature review, following parameters have been considered for selection of the best PoA for handover
based on requirement of video streaming application to maintain quality of service intact.


Received Signal Strength: Received Signal Strength (RSS) is the key factor for handover decision. RSS is an
indication of the power level being received by the antenna. Therefore, the higher the RSS number, the
stronger the signal. RSS is typically converted into predefined levels. Signal strength does not fade in a linear
manner, but inversely as the square of the distance. RSSI denotes generally range from -20 to -100 dBm.
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 Available Bandwidth: An estimation of available bandwidth before handover takes place to support video
continuity plays an important role to select a potential PoA. It is generally known as the link capacity in a
network. The best PoA selection is required towards seamless video continuity and counting in Mbps. the
bandwidth is higher, it lowers the call dropping and call blocking probability.


Return Trip Time (RTT): RTT is the length of time it takes for a signal to be sent plus the length of time it
takes for an acknowledgment of that signal to be received. This time delay therefore consists of the
propagation times between the sender and the receiver and counting in milliseconds.



Packet Loss Ratio: Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) is the ratio of lost packet outcomes to total transmitted packets
and counting number of packets. One of the major reasons for packet loss is the inadequate signal strength.

The sufficient indication of RSSI from the nearby PoAs, above the threshold gives a trigger to handover. But it is not
adequate to handle applications like video streaming due to the variable nature of mobile networks in terms of bandwidth,
delay, jitter and interference as discussed in review section. The following figure shows a scenario for improved proposal.

Figure 2: Scenario
Figure 2 shows a typical scenario where mobile node is connected to PoA1 and moving towards the other end.
We assume that, the Mobile Node is connected to video server or gateway through PoA1 and running video streaming
application. During the scanning process the mobile node is continuously scanning the signal strength from the available
PoAs. When the user mobile node is in mobility, it has many options for point of attachment (PoA) to connect based on
the availability of APs in that area. Figure 4 shows the scenario, where other POAs like PoA2, PoA3, PoA4 and PoA5 are
the available PoA options. The traditional method selects either PoA2 or PoA3 having excellent signal strength, but its
bandwidth is low, which may not be very suitable for the connectivity of video streaming. Our proposal considers
multiple parameters to decide and it may choose PoA4 whose RSSI is little weak, but bandwidth is more it can support as
well as its packet loss ratio is also very low.
An Improved proactive method of triggering the handover takes place in prior to the absolute loss of original clients
predefined threshold value i.e. when the score value of the function is the minimal of the score values of other PoAs. We
have introduced a concept of Lookup server which is also a part of regional network domain. All the PoAs are sending
information about the above mentioned parameters, periodically. We call it as footprints.
The Improved Proactive handover prediction & Decision algorithm is as follows:
Step 1:
MN is connected to one of the PoAs.
Step 2:
Lookup server is connected to all the PoAs.
Step 3:
The footprints consisting of parameters like RSS, RTT, Bandwidth & Packet loss are sent to the lookup
server periodically.
Step 4:
when MN is losing connectivity due to loss of function value below threshold, then MN sends a request
to lookup server to find out the best PoA available as per the need.
Step5:
As Lookup server is having all the footprints and selection function, the outcome is the Best PoA and
inform it to MN through old PoA.
Step 6:
MN starts association / Reassociation function for further handover process.
The present study provides a policy for streaming video application on mobile devices based on above mentioned
parameters. There are certain policies defined dynamically and based on the application requirements. We consider RSSI,
Bandwidth, RTT and packet loss.
A proactive handover trigger function using the following conditions is defined below. The variables are RSSI, BW,
RTT and λ. The function fRSSI gives RSSI value, the function fBW gives the bandwidth value, the function fRTT gives the
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return trip time value and the function fλ gives a packet loss value. The function fAPi is the function available at lookup
server which takes values for each AP. This information is available to mobile node from the look up server by firing a
lookup query.

f PoAi 

(WRSSI * f RSSI ) * N RSSI  (WBW * f BW ) * N BW 
(WRTT * f RTT ) * N RTT  (W * f  ) * N 

Where value of „i‟ varies from 1 to n (No. of PoAs)
Following are the normalization functions.
N RSSI 

N RTT 

N BW 

RSSI  RSSI min
RSSI max  RSSI min

RTT  RTTmin
RTTmax  RTTmin

BW  BWmin
BWmax  BWmin

N 

  min
max  min

To bring all these parameters to a common scale, weight have been defined to these parameters based on their
importance and normalized later. The present policy is defined for video streaming application due to the stringent
requirement of sufficient bandwidth and less packet loss. So we assume more weight for RSSI, however BW, RTT and
packet loss are assigned less weight as follows,
WRSSI = 70% , WBW = 10% , WRTT = 10% & Wλ = 10% (2)
Where the sum all weights is 1.

Wbw  WRTT  WRSSI  W  1
The Best AP selection function is available at MN and it is defined as
f PoABest  MIN ( f PoA1 ,......, f PoAn )
All the scoring values are given to the best PoA selection function and the PoA having minimum score is selected as
the best AP. The connection is immediately done after that.
V.
IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS
For the simulation in NS2 [25], UDP Continuous Bit Rate (CBR) as well as Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic is
introduced. The simulation topology considers limited handovers with 802.11 WLAN standards for implementations [26]
and No Adhoc (NOAH) mode for the topology. NOAH is a wireless routing agent that (in contrast to DSDV, DSR) only
supports direct communication between wireless nodes or between base stations and mobile nodes in case Fast Mobile IP
is used. This allows simulating scenarios where multi-hop wireless routing is undesired.

Figure 3: PoA selection by traditional & Improved Proposal

Figure 4: Correlation between RSSI and Packet Loss

In figure 3, PoA selection is shown with the help of traditional method and improved method. The PoA8 is
selected as it is getting maximum signal strength in that proximity, whereas PoA1 is selected by the improved method.
The reason is that, the RSS is more, RTT is least, available bandwidth is more and packet losses are less. The decision is
taken by the decision function available at lookup server and the inputs available to the decision function in terms of
footprints values.
In figure 4, correlation between RSSI and packet loss is shown which is equal to 0.417. It indicates an inverse
relation between signal strength and packet loss. When the signal strength is good, the no. of packet losses is less. There
is a similar relation between other parameters.

Figure 5: Periodic footprint format
In figure 5, a periodic footprint format is shown. There are various parameters as a part of the footprint format.
The respective table is shown as follows,
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VI.
FOOTPRINT VALUES AND FUNCTION VALUES
TABLE 1
PoA no.s
RSSI
Available bandwidth
RTT (ms)
Packet Loss (per
Function
(dBm)
(mbps)
second)
value
1
-18
1.45
4.5
20
-30268
2
-45
0.96
40.5
191
350389
3
-32
1.33
34.9
134
140787
4
-23
1.23
40.5
122
108252
5
-34
0.96
40.5
113
100460
6
-15
1.36
40.5
78
31339.8
There are various footprint values shown in the above table 1. The traditional method based on RSS, selects the PoA6
and improved method selects PoA1 based on the calculations and the minimum value out of that. The reason behind the
selection is strong RSS, excellent bandwidth, lesser RTT and lesser packet loss.
VII.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Handover prediction and decision is one of the important phases of a successful handover process. Our proposal
selects the best PoA from the available options and promotes video continuity due to the better decision making. In future,
authors propose to apply various policies to variety of applications and design a dynamic decision policy based on the
requirements of a user as well as a network.
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